Practitioner Review: Reading disorders: what are the effective interventions and how should they be implemented and evaluated?
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Background: Two developmental reading disorders, dyslexia and reading comprehension impairment, are identified by different behavioural characteristics and traced back to different underlying cognitive impairments. Thus, reading interventions designed to address each of these reading disorders differ in content. Method: This review summarises the nature of dyslexia and reading comprehension impairment, and current understanding of best practice in associated reading interventions. Conclusion: There is strong evidence for the effectiveness of phonological-based reading interventions in supporting children with dyslexic difficulties, and a growing understanding of how to meet the needs of children with reading comprehension impairment, with vocabulary instruction offering a promising approach. Although the content of interventions must be tailored to an individual's reader profile, general principles regarding the implementation and evaluation of intervention programmes can be extracted. Keywords: Dyslexia, education, evaluation, comprehension, intervention, reading, reading disorder.

The ultimate goal of reading is the comprehension of texts (Torgesen, 2002). In turn, reading comprehension is critical for academic learning. According to the simple view of reading (Gough & Tunmer, 1986), reading comprehension is the product of two necessary sub-components: decoding (word recognition) and linguistic comprehension (understanding the meaning carried by spoken language). Individual children vary in their levels of decoding and linguistic comprehension. Consequently, different profiles are observed across children (Figure 1). Most children display typical reading development, as represented by the top right quadrant: good decoding coupled with good linguistic comprehension. However, a small but significant minority of children have reading disorders associated with the remaining quadrants in Figure 1.

Developmental dyslexia, affecting around 3–10% of school children, is characterised by primary difficulties with decoding (Bishop & Snowling, 2004). Thus, children whose reader profiles fall into the upper or lower left quadrants (poor decoding with either good or poor comprehension) are likely to be experiencing dyslexic difficulties¹ (Department for Children, Schools, and Families [DCSF], 2009). Specific reading comprehension impairment, affecting around 10% of children, is identified in those who can decode print accurately, but have comprehension difficulties (Stothard & Hulme, 1992). This profile is captured in the lower right quadrant. As the underlying cognitive deficits differ for dyslexia and reading comprehension impairment, the content of intervention programmes that aim to address these reading disorders must also vary.

Reading interventions for children with dyslexic difficulties

Developmental dyslexia is formally defined as 'a specific learning disability that is of neurobiological origin. It is characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word recognition and by poor spelling' (Lyon, Shaywitz, & Shaywitz, 2003). The disorder is best understood in terms of a continuum of dyslexic difficulties, ranging in severity (e.g., DCSF, 2009; Snowling, 2000). The most substantiated theory asserts that dyslexic difficulties are caused by a core deficit in phonological processing (Lyon et al., 2003; Snowling, 2000; Stanovich, 1986, 1988; Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004). Before exploring the implications of this theory for intervention, let us first consider the role of phonological skills in the typical development of word recognition.

The role of phonological skills in learning to read

Phonological skills involve the use of information about speech sounds. Wagner and Torgesen (1987) identified three aspects of phonological skill – phonological awareness, phonological memory, and naming. Phonological awareness refers to the ability to attend to and manipulate the sounds in words (Stanovich, 1986), and it is the phonological skill...
most closely associated with learning to decode (Castles & Coltheart, 2004; Wagner et al., 1997). Awareness of phonemes (individual speech sounds, e.g., b-l-a-c-k) is particularly important for learning to read in an alphabetic script such as English (Castles & Coltheart, 2004; Hulme et al., 2002; Muter, Hulme, Snowling, & Stevenson, 2004; cf. Goswami & Bryant, 1990).

In all, there are strong indications that the relationship between phonological awareness and reading is causal: gains in phonological awareness lead to gains in reading (e.g., Hulme, Snowling, Caravolas, & Carroll, 2005; National Reading Panel [NRP], 2000; Schneider, Kuspert, Roth, Vise, & Marx, 1997; cf. Castles & Coltheart, 2004). The relationship also seems to operate in the opposite direction (Burgess & Lonigan, 1998; Muter et al., 2004; Perfetti, Beck, Bell, & Hughes, 1987). The most persuasive account for the relationship between phonological awareness and learning to read concerns building links between phoneme awareness and letter knowledge (Byrne, 1998; Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1991; Hulme et al., 2002). Learning to read and spell in English depends on grasping the alphabetic principle (Byrne, 1998) – namely, that particular graphemes (letters) are represented by particular phonemes. The benefit of acquiring the alphabetic principle rests in its productive nature: if the individual grapheme–phoneme correspondences (GPCs) for the letters <t> and <p> are known, this knowledge can be applied to decode the words ‘tap’, ‘apt’ and ‘pat’.

In sum, phoneme awareness and letter knowledge provide the foundations for learning to read (e.g., Bowey, 2005; Muter et al., 2004; Share, 2008). In acquiring links between the two (the alphabetic principle), children are endowed with a systematic approach for trying to read (decode) novel words. Furthermore, as children with dyslexic difficulties demonstrate weaknesses in all these skills (e.g., Scarborough, 1990; Snowling, 2000; Vellutino, Scanlon, & Spearling, 1995), it follows that training in these areas should form the basis of reading interventions.

**Phonological-based reading interventions**

With respect to improving word-level reading skills, there are two main phonological-based approaches: phonological awareness training and phonics instruction (NRP, 2000). Two sizeable meta-analyses have evaluated phonological awareness training (Bus & Van IJzendoorn, 1999; NRP, 2000, and both concluded that it was associated with a significant and positive effect on reading. The size of this effect was statistically equivalent (Bus & Van IJzendoorn, 1999), if not better (NRP, 2000) for children with dyslexic difficulties, compared to typically developing children. There is some evidence from the (NRP, 2000) report that phonological awareness training is more effective when delivered in small groups of 2–7 children (d = .83) compared with on a one-to-one (d = .45) or whole class basis (d = .35). In line with the alphabetic principle, the meta-analyses also demonstrated that gains in reading were greater when phonological awareness training incorporated letter knowledge (ds of .18 vs. .66, respectively – Bus & Van IJzendoorn, 1999; ds of .38 vs. .67, respectively – NRP, 2000). However, analyses by the NRP (2000) showed that only 6.5% of variance in reading outcomes was explained by phoneme awareness instruction, increasing significantly to 10% when training included letter knowledge. Thus, although training in phonological awareness is an important component of reading interventions, it is by no means sufficient.

While phonics instruction is similar to phonological awareness training that includes letter knowledge, it is characterised by focusing more on teaching the alphabetic principle (GPCs) and how this can be applied to the tasks of reading and spelling ( Ehri et al., 2001). When GPCs are taught in an explicit, organised and sequenced way, this is referred to as ‘systematic phonics’ (Torgerson, Brooks, & Hall, 2006).

The (NRP, 2000) conducted a meta-analysis which addressed whether systematic phonics instruction improved reading outcomes more than unsystematic or no phonics instruction. The overall effect size of systematic phonics on reading was significant (d = .41), and was comparable to the overall effect sizes derived for phoneme awareness (d = .44 – Bus & Van IJzendoorn, 1999; d = .53 – NRP, 2000). The effect of phonics instruction on reading did not differ across reader groups, suggesting that it is effective for both typically developing children and those with dyslexic difficulties. This general pattern of findings was confirmed in a subsequent meta-analysis by Torgerson et al. (2006). The meta-analysis was

2 According to Cohen (1992), effect sizes (d) of .2 are considered small, .5 moderate and .8 large.
limited to randomised control trials (RCTs) and therefore yielded a smaller effect size \( (d = .20) \), with an extreme positive outlier removed. In contrast to phonological awareness training, the NRP (2000) reported no significant differences in effect sizes according to whether phonics instruction was delivered individually \( (d = .57) \), in small groups \( (d = .43) \) or to whole classes \( (d = .39) \).

It is argued that phonics will only be a feasible method of instruction for children with a serviceable level of phonological awareness (NRP, 2000; Phillips, Clancy-Menchetti, & Lonigan, 2008): the use of GPCs to aid reading will only make sense to the child who understands that a word can divided into smaller phonological units. Thus, effective reading interventions are likely to be those that train both components. Torgesen (2005) compared the efficacy of various reading intervention programmes which all included explicit training in phoneme awareness and phonics. These interventions were administered to 8- to 10-year-old children with moderate to severe dyslexic difficulties. The metric of standard score points gained per hour of intervention was used to assess effectiveness. Standard scores have a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15, and any increase in standard scores reflects progress at a faster pace than typical development. The interventions had a meaningful effect on both word reading and reading comprehension (.20 and .19 standard scores gained per hour, respectively). In real terms, children’s word reading standard scores rose from approximately 73 (below average) to 85 (low average). Torgesen (2005) demonstrated high consistency across all the intervention programmes, suggesting that it is not the use of a specific reading intervention programme that is important, but the inclusion of phoneme awareness and phonics.

Furthermore, Torgerson et al. (2006) noted that phonics instruction tends not to occur in isolation but in the context of a broader literacy curriculum, which might include elements of meaning-focused instruction, group reading, and writing activities. This has led researchers to re-analyse the initial NRP (2000) report on the effectiveness of phonics instruction. In their re-analyses, both Camilli, Vargas, and Yurecko (2003) and Stuebing, Barth, Cirino, Francis, and Fletcher (2008) support the conclusion that systematic phonics is effective in improving reading, though the size of its effect may have been overestimated originally. Moreover, their results suggest that the effectiveness of systematic phonics is increased when it occurs in the context of a broad literacy curriculum. Indeed, many effective reading interventions for children with dyslexic difficulties embed phoneme awareness training and phonics instruction in a wider literacy programme (e.g., Brooks, 2007; Torgesen et al., 1999; Vellutino et al., 1996). The content of one particular programme, Reading Intervention, is summarised in the online resources. This programme has been noted for its methodological rigour (Troia, 1999), and its efficacy is well established (Bowyer-Crane et al., 2008; Hatcher, Hulme, & Ellis, 1994; Hatcher et al., 2006). Summaries and evaluations of other reading intervention programmes are readily accessible (e.g., Brooks, 2007; What Works Clearing House, 2007), and we encourage practitioners to consult them.

In addition to tackling weaknesses in word reading accuracy, it is also important to address dysfluent reading, which is often seen in children with dyslexic difficulties (e.g., Lyon et al., 2003). Torgesen (2005) observes that reading fluency is difficult to remediate, particularly for older students who, over the years, have missed out substantially on reading practice. Nonetheless, there is some evidence that fluency interventions may improve reading rate. A favoured approach is that of repeated reading, the essential ingredient of which is multiple readings of the same texts (e.g., Vadas & Sanders, 2009). A meta-analysis by the NRP (2000) of 14 experimental studies found that the average effect size of repeated reading interventions was .41 (weighted for sample size). This effect was significant for both average and poor readers (weighted \( d_s = .33 \) and .50, respectively). It should be noted, however, that the effects of fluency training were observed in the context of a broader programme of reading instruction.

In summary, a good understanding has been reached regarding how to ameliorate word-level weaknesses in children with dyslexic difficulties. Such interventions should entail training in phoneme awareness, letter knowledge, explicit and systematic instruction in phonics, and the application of these skills to the tasks of reading and writing. Notwithstanding this, there is a growing appreciation that even interventions that honour best practice are not effective for all children (e.g., Torgesen, 2000). Ongoing work is needed in order to understand the profiles of non-responders, and how interventions can be adapted to suit their needs (e.g., Al Otaiba & Fuchs, 2006; Duff et al., 2008; McMaster et al., 2005).

**Cognitive profiles of children with specific reading comprehension impairment**

Comprehending text is a challenging task which involves many complex skills and processes. The cognitive and metacognitive demands of these processes are high; it is therefore not surprising that some individuals find it difficult to extract meaning from text efficiently.

Researchers have investigated the cognitive profiles of children with specific reading comprehension impairment, with a view to identifying the possible causes of their difficulties understanding text. Evidence suggests that these children frequently have difficulties that extend beyond text to the spoken
language domain. Weaknesses have been observed in listening comprehension (Nation, Clarke, Marshall, & Durand, 2004), vocabulary (Nation, Clarke, & Snowling, 2002; Stothard & Hulme, 1992), oral expression (Nation et al., 2004), narrative production (Cain & Oakhill, 1996, 2006; Cragg & Nation, 2006), figurative language (Cain, Oakhill, & Lemmon, 2004; Cain & Towse, 2008; Nation et al., 2004) and grammar (Nation & Snowling, 2000; Nation et al., 2004). Furthermore, studies have shown that these children have impairments in higher levels of processing, such as making inferences (Cain & Oakhill, 1999; Oakhill, 1984) and metacognitive skills, such as comprehension monitoring (Cain, Oakhill, & Bryant, 2004; Ehrlich, Remond, & Tardieu 1999; Oakhill, Hart, & Samols, 2005; Yuill, Oakhill, & Parkin, 1989) and verbal working memory (Cain, 2006; Cain & Oakhill, 2006; Nation, Adams, Bowyer-Crane, & Snowling, 1999). With such a large number of difficulties documented and considering the complex nature of reading comprehension, it seems likely that multiple causal factors will explain these children’s reading comprehension impairment. Intervention studies serve a dual purpose of testing theories about the causes of impairments while also providing practical guidance on the best methods of support.

Evaluation of interventions

Only a small number of studies have evaluated support for children with specific reading comprehension impairment; these have largely investigated single strategy approaches and focused on text-level processing.

Two studies have reported gains in reading comprehension as a result of inference training. Yuill and Oakhill (1988) employed inference training that comprised lexical inferencing tasks in which children were required to pick out words from passages and explain how the words contributed to the overall meaning of sentences or stories. In addition, children generated questions about text and made predictions by trying to guess the content of hidden sentences using clues from the surrounding text. Yuill and Oakhill (1988) found that children with reading comprehension impairment aged 7 to 8 years made an average improvement of 17 months on a standardised measure of reading comprehension (Neale Analysis of Reading Comprehension Revised Edition [NARA-R], 1989) in 6- to 10-year-olds with specific reading comprehension impairment. A significant group difference was found only in the inference training condition in which the children with reading specific comprehension impairment benefited more than the skilled comprehenders. Yuill and Oakhill’s (1988) findings suggest that inferencing difficulties may be a causal factor in the development of specific reading comprehension impairment; however, they also point to other factors (those captured by the standard comprehension training) as being of potential causal importance.

McGee and Johnson (2003) replicated this study, using the same design but without the rapid decoding training, and demonstrated improvements of 20 months (Neale Analysis of Reading Comprehension Revised Edition [NARA-R], 1989) in 6- to 10-year-olds with specific reading comprehension impairment.

These studies report impressive gains as a result of relatively little training. They demonstrate how a single strategy can have measureable impacts on reading comprehension ability and they employ techniques that can, as Yuill and Oakhill (1988) acknowledge, be applied to a wide variety of text types with relatively little preparation. However, these studies have some methodological features that should be carefully considered when interpreting the findings. First, as there was no untreated control group, it is not possible to account for the amount of improvement that may have occurred as result of maturation, standard classroom literacy practice or repeated assessment. Second, the groups being compared were not equivalent in terms of reading comprehension ability at pre-test; the children with specific reading comprehension impairment had more scope to improve than the skilled comprehenders. Finally, improvements were expressed as reading ages, which are imprecise indicators of ability that introduce considerable error variance to the data. On a more practical note, the interventions in these studies were delivered by highly trained researchers rather than teaching staff within school; it is therefore unclear whether the results would generalise to everyday school contexts.

Beyond inferencing, the other single strategy to receive research attention is the ability to visualise events being described in text (mental imagery). Oakhill and Patel (1991) evaluated an approach that encouraged children to use representational and transformational drawings, and to picture stories and answers to comprehension questions in their minds. They found that 9-year-old children with specific reading comprehension impairment benefited more from imagery training than a control training condition (reading and question answering).
This difference was not observed in a skilled comprehender comparison group. The authors suggest that the ability to use imagery strategies may give poor comprehenders a way of helping to circumvent their memory limitations... (p. 114) and that imagery training ‘... enables them, or forces them, to integrate information in the text in a way that they would not normally do’ (p. 114). These interpretations remain untested; however, they offer important insights into the nature of a possible causal link between visualising difficulties and reading comprehension impairment.

Johnson-Glenberg (2000) evaluated a form of visualising training (Visualising/Verbalising [V/V]; Bell, 1986) alongside a multi-componential programme (Reciprocal Teaching [RT]; Palincsar & Brown, 1984). The V/V programme combined mental imagery activities with the creation of verbal summaries. In contrast, the RT programme centred on peer and tutor discussion that encouraged the use of four key strategies (Clarification, Summarisation, Prediction and Question Generation). Children with specific reading comprehension impairment aged 9 to 10 years were assigned to either one of the training programmes or an untreated control group. The RT group demonstrated significantly larger gains than controls on tests of word recognition, question generation and answering factual questions, whereas the V/V group made significant improvements relative to the controls on a measure of inferencing. An extension of this study evaluated a web-based training programme that combined visual and verbal strategies (Johnson-Glenberg, 2005) and compared it to a control intervention (unscrambling anagrams) using a within-subjects design. Children with specific reading comprehension impairment (teacher selected) aged 11 to 13 years made significant improvements on bespoke measures of comprehension and reading strategy use. This study suggests that computerised activities can support reading comprehension but it is limited in terms of sample size and it remains unclear whether the improvements demonstrated will generalise to standardised measures of reading comprehension.

A recent meta-analysis of studies seeking to improve passage-level comprehension has highlighted the benefits of vocabulary instruction (Elleman, Lindo, Morphy, & Compton, 2009). Thirty-seven studies were analysed and vocabulary instruction was shown to have a greater effect on bespoke ($d = .50$) than standardised ($d = .10$) measures of text comprehension. The authors suggest that vocabulary instruction is particularly effective for struggling readers. However, it remains unclear precisely which training method is the most useful.

A recent study considered the impact of vocabulary training within a multi-componential programme. Clarke, Snowling, Truelove, and Hulme (2010) examined the effectiveness of three training programmes on reading comprehension in children with reading comprehension impairment aged 8 to 9 years. The approaches trialled were: a text-level programme (TC) comprising metacognitive strategies, RT, inferencing and written narrative; an oral language programme (OL) consisting of vocabulary, listening RT, figurative language and spoken narrative; and a combined programme (COM) which included all components from the TC and OL programmes. Importantly, the progress of children in the intervention groups was compared with that of a waiting control group, and the study adhered to the CONSORT guidelines (Moher, Schulz, & Altman, 2001) for conducting RCTs. Children in the intervention groups each received 30 hours of support over 20 weeks, delivered by trained teaching assistants, rotating between paired and individual sessions. All intervention groups made significant improvements in reading comprehension relative to the control group immediately following training. Unlike previous studies, Clarke et al. (2010) included a maintenance testing point, which demonstrated that gains maintained significance for the TC and COM groups but increased significance for the OL group, 11 months after training. In all, the OL group made approximately an 8 standard score improvement from pre-test to maintenance test. The OL and COM groups also made significant progress in expressive vocabulary and this was a mediator of these groups’ improved reading comprehension. This evidence supports a causal relationship between oral language and reading comprehension and suggests that specific reading comprehension difficulties reflect (at least partly) underlying oral language weaknesses.

It is clear that progress has been made in recent years in understanding both the nature of the difficulties experienced by children with reading comprehension impairment and the best methods for supporting their reading development. Further research should aim to clarify the factors that influence response to intervention and aim to replicate and extend previous findings in educationally realistic contexts in order to ascertain their feasibility and costs. Recent research highlights vocabulary instruction as a promising approach for ameliorating the comprehension difficulties of children with specific reading comprehension impairment.

**Evaluating research evidence**

This review has highlighted some of the methodological strengths and limitations of reading intervention studies. Judgements about the effectiveness of training programmes must be informed by careful scrutiny of all available evidence. It is important to recognise that published research varies in the quality of evidence that it provides. Investigations are conducted for a range of purposes and readers...
should assess the motivation behind a particular study. Well-motivated studies are grounded in theories of reading development, often addressing causal explanations, and ultimately seeking to improve children’s reading and educational attainment.

There are some key aspects of experimental design which need to be in place in order for the aims of such studies to be fully realised. One of these concerns the inclusion of a control group. This must feature if authors wish to conclude that an intervention is more effective than alternatives, such as no additional support or intervention of a different kind. The strongest designs include random allocation of participants from the same sample to intervention and control groups (Torgerson & Torgerson, 2008). Randomisation attempts to control for the effects of additional factors that are beyond the control of the researcher, for example, differences in home environment or school experience. Such factors would then be equally distributed across the groups, and should therefore not distort the effects of intervention. Randomisation of children to groups is a key feature of RCTs. These follow the CONSORT guidelines (Moher et al., 2001) and are considered the gold standard in intervention research. While it should be recognised that it is not always possible to conduct large-scale trials of this kind, many of the scientific principles inherent in RCTs can be applied to smaller-scale research. Careful reporting of trials is vital as it helps the reader to assess the reliability of the study. Although studies are often peer-reviewed by experts in the field, readers should be prepared to evaluate independently the reported results, and pay particular attention to the extent to which conclusions are supported by the data.

As a companion to this review, a checklist has been provided to assist with this process of evaluation (see online resources). This list covers the key questions that should be asked of a piece of intervention research. It has been informed by previous guidance from Bishop (2008), Moher et al. (2001), and Torgerson and Torgerson (2003).

**Applying research to practice**

**Assessment for learning**

Assessments are crucial for understanding a child’s abilities in order to tailor teaching content to specific needs, and for measuring progress over time to determine whether the teaching programme is effective. Both of these purposes honour the principles of assessment for learning (DCSF, 2008).

Assessments must measure the skills that you aim to improve via the intervention, such as word reading accuracy or reading comprehension, and the foundational subskills that you might also be training (e.g., phoneme awareness or listening comprehension, respectively). You must include reliable and sensitive tests of these skills. More detailed guidance on assessment, including suggestions of tests, is provided elsewhere (Carroll, Bowyer-Crane, Duff, Hulme, & Snowling, in press).

An appropriate assessment should be administered immediately prior to the intervention. The results of this assessment should be used to derive learning targets for the child, and to tailor the contents of an intervention programme to his or her learning strengths and weaknesses – the principle of personalised learning (e.g., DCSF, 2008; Vellutino & Scanlon, 2002). The same tests should be administered immediately after the intervention finishes, in order to evaluate the child’s progress. There is also benefit in assessing children more periodically – for example once a week (Al Otaiba et al., 2008; Compton, Fuchs, Fuchs, & Bryant, 2006). This will provide a detailed picture of whether the child is responding to intervention, and at what rate. In turn, this knowledge informs decisions about whether to persist with current teaching practice or to seek out alternatives. If repeating assessments frequently, it is advisable to alternate between similar tests of equivalent difficulty to avoid improvements in scores due simply to practice (e.g., Fuchs & Fuchs, 2002).

**Implementing an intervention**

Having chosen a relevant intervention programme with a good evidence base, it is important to remember that the intervention was shown to be effective under specific conditions. Aim to emulate these conditions as far as is practicable in order to replicate success. This may include factors such as receiving appropriate training and continued support, and adhering closely to the programme specifics regarding: the nature and length of teaching activities; the frequency and length of sessions; and the duration of the intervention programme. Within this, learning can be personalised by the differential emphasis you place on the individual components of that programme.

Evidence suggests that certain instructional approaches are equally effective for children with reading difficulties and typically developing children (e.g., NRP, 2000; Torgerson et al., 2006). However, Torgesen (2002) suggests some key ways in which reading intervention for struggling readers ought to differ. Intervention should be more explicit (more skills taught more directly), more intense (more learning opportunities provided, smaller teaching groups), and more supportive (academically, via scaffolded learning, and emotionally). Evidence also suggests that interventions should supplement and not replace general classroom literacy instruction (e.g., Brooks, 2007; Torgerson et al., 2006).
Withdrawal of a reading intervention may be governed by a number of factors, including the achievement of a certain level of reading or the completion of prescribed material. In addition to repeating the pre-intervention assessment to evaluate the child’s immediate progress, it is also advisable to monitor the child over subsequent months, if not years. This will enable you to monitor long-term effects of the intervention, and to quickly identify and address any fallback in progress. You should also consider putting in place a transition phase towards the end of the intervention, which helps children to apply their skills in the classroom context (e.g., Torgesen et al., 2001).

Integrated approaches
Throughout this review, we have treated dyslexia and specific reading comprehension impairment as separate reading profiles that are traced back to distinct cognitive impairments. However, cases of reading difficulties are not always neatly specified and as Figure 1 illustrates, a child may present with weaknesses in both decoding and comprehension. Furthermore, a proportion of children with word reading difficulties characterised by phonological deficits have additional weaknesses in the language skills that underpin reading comprehension, such as vocabulary and grammar (e.g., Catts, Fey, Zhang, & Tomblin, 1999; Snowling, Muter, & Carroll, 2007). Children with dispersed sets of difficulties would likely benefit from more integrated approaches which combine explicit training in oral language and/or text comprehension with phonological-based reading instruction. Preliminary work in this area has begun (e.g., Duff et al., 2008; Wolf et al., 2009) and should continue.

Conclusion
Dyslexia and reading comprehension impairment are rooted in different underlying weaknesses. This review has discussed intervention research that addresses these profiles. There is good evidence to show that phonological-based interventions are effective in ameliorating dyslexic difficulties. Reading comprehension is a multi-componential process and consequently a variety of approaches have been evaluated. Emerging evidence suggests that vocabulary training is important for addressing reading comprehension impairments. For children with overlapping weaknesses in both areas, integrated approaches may be more appropriate. General principles regarding the evaluation and implementation of intervention programmes were considered. The quality of a study’s experimental design and evaluation governs how much confidence should be placed in its findings. Practitioners should be mindful of the evidence which underpins an intervention that they wish to implement. Furthermore, reliable and routine assessments of children’s abilities, together with delivering an intervention with fidelity, are vital for successful evaluations of additional reading support.

Supplementary material
The following supplementary material is available for this article:

Table 1: Content of small group and individual sessions in Reading Intervention;
Table 2: Checklist for evaluating intervention research (Word document and PDF)

This material is available as part of the online article from: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1469-7610.2010.02310.x
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Key points
- Dyslexia and specific reading comprehension impairment represent different reading difficulties, underpinned by weaknesses in different cognitive skills.
- There is good evidence that phonological-based interventions are generally effective in improving word reading in children with dyslexic difficulties. These interventions typically comprise training in phoneme awareness, letter knowledge, explicit and systematic instruction in phonics, and the application of these skills to the tasks of reading and writing.
- Reading comprehension is a complex process, and impairments may be caused by weaknesses in a variety of cognitive skills. Research into related interventions is still emerging; but vocabulary training seems to offer a promising approach.
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